guish individual atoms. The microscope has a sharp-tipped needle that
Is brought close to the surface of the
DNA molecule. At a certain distance,
a current of electrons crosses the gap
between the needle and its target in a
phenomenon known as tunneling. As
the needle moves up and down, reladile to the topegraphy of the DNA

molecule, the shape and contours are
recorded by a computer. A three-dimensional image is later printed by
the computer.
The scientists were Miguel Selmeron, Frank Ogletree and Joseph Katz,
of the Berkeley lab, and Wigbert Siekhaus, Thomas Beebe, Troy Wilson
and Rod Ba thorn of Livermore lab.
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U.S NEWS

WHAT SUNUNU KNOWS AND YOU POBA V DON T
John Sununu is one of just eight people ever to answer
correctly more than 43 of the 48 questions on the M
Society test, one of the hardest 10 tests in the world.
the answers to the test Sununu took are not made public,
here are questions developed by the same
person who designed the Mega Society test—
Verbal ecologies:

Complete each analogy:

1. Alphabet: hieroglyphics
Archlmedes's screw: (?)
2. Generalized: localized

vett

Anomie: (?)

Spatial problems

3. Given the following
five views of a sold
object, draw the sixth.

N I>
4. Several identical cubes are fused together
to form a solid object Given the following
five views of that object, draw the sixth.

•
problems

5.
6.

Complete these number series:
1 12 66 220 495 792 (?)
1 4 18 96 600 (?)

0.110troort I. Shackiot (water-irrigation device used in Near East)
2. lachernia (lack of blood In an organ or tissue)
3. A 4. 111
5. 924 (multiply first number by tbi,
second by "b. third by iota and so on)
ji
6.4,320 (keit number is 1st *wand I x2t,
dsd lx2x31, fourth tx2x3xe, and so on)
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This is my last issue as editor of Hoenig', at least for awhile.
Iris Arlandson will serve as general editor, starting with the April
1989 issue. Hie address is at the top of the following page. Nis
phone number is (402) 475-5746. His job will be to Coordinate the
editing to be done by each of the rest of you. I am aasigning eaoh
of you to edit one monthly issue over the coming 20 months. See the
ant four pages to find what month has bean assigned to you. You
have the following five options'
(1) Compile, photocopy, staple, and mail out an 8-or-more page
issue 114 your osn, sanding S. Arlandeou no funds. You may
include at your own discretion any material submitted to
you by other ambers for puelleation. You should continue
to use roughly the same format / have been using for this
Journal, e.g., by having your material photoreduced from
standard typing paper else (8N by 11 inches) to this size
(Eid by 511 inches) and by stapling each copy along the canter line with a saddle stapler. 8/use saddle staplers coat
in the vicinity of 850. you may find this option impractical
unless you already owe or can borrow er otherwise gain access to one.
(2) Compile au 8-or-acre page issue yourself and pay or. Orlandson $10 to photogopy, staple, and mall it out. If your
issue is unusually lengthy, however, you should pay at.
Orlandson extra in order to cover his costs. If you select
this option, the materiel you submit to S. ArlendeOn should
be typed ter if necessary, neatly printed) on 85 by 11 inch
paper, from which else Mr. Arlandson will have it photoreduced to this SN by 51 inch size.
Pay hr. lrlandson 420 to compile as well as to photocopy,
staple, and mail out en issue for you. You may reduce this
amount by $1.25 for each page (up to 8) that you do submit,
including any pages submitted to you by other membirs but
excluding any pages submitted directly to Nr. Rrlaudson by
other members.
(4)
Switch issues with another member or subscriber if you wish
to do an issue earlier or later than the month that I have
assigned to you. Notify Mr. Arlandson of any such switches.
Oancel your membership (or subscription) by contacting mr.
(5)
drlandson. If this is your option, in all fairness you
should cancel now rather than accept issues that others
would otherwise be going to the trouble and expense to send
you over the coming months. Any gape created by cancellations can either be left empty (i.e., no issue would appear)
would be tilled by new members, if any, would be filled by
Mr. Mrlandson.s getting volunteers from late on the flat to
1111 gape from early an the list, or could be filled by or.
Orlandeon on his own, if he so chooses.
I hereby grant S. Arlaudeon permission to change toe name of
this journal to whatever Ge pleases, but numbering of issues should
continue with 37, 38, 39, etc. Also, the name of the society may now
be switched to The Noetic Society, the Titan Society, or whatever other
name air. Srlandson deems appropriate, since 1 used miReeflia Research
Group* to deter others from canting it during my period of active involvement as the Sege Society was prevlouely coopted.

DNA, Molecule of Heredity,
Seen Directly for First Time

A strand of DNA, viewed through a scanning tunneling microscope.

T

HE first direct image of pure
DNA, the double-stranded
molecule of heredity, has
been made with a microscope that magnifies objects one million times.
The work could have major importance for molecular biologists who
hope to map and decipher the chemistry of the estimated 100,000 human
genes that are made of DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid. If sharper images
are made, scientists said, it might be
possible to read the body's genetic
code directly.
The images were produced by
scientists at the Lawrence Berkeley
and Lawrence Livermore Laborato-

ries in California and were reported
at at meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
last week In San Francisco.
Previous Image* of DNA have been
made after the molecule was coated
with a metal, usually a gold alloy, so
that it could be "seen" by electron
microscopes. Such microscopes magnify objects 300,000 times. Conventional microscopes, which use
photons of light for imaging purposes,
can only magnify objects 1,000 times
and are not powerful enough to resolve individual DNA molecules.
The new Images were taken with a
scanning tunnel microscope, a recently invented device that can distill-
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4. Several identical cubes are fused together
to form a solid object Given the following
five views of that object, draw the sixth.
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Complete these number series:
1 12 66 220 495 792 (?)
1 4 18 96 600 (?)

0.110troort I. Shackiot (water-irrigation device used in Near East)
2. lachernia (lack of blood In an organ or tissue)
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